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bacred Heart University

Women’s Conference
Local leaders to be featured Friday
By Tara S. Deenihan
Associate Editor
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Candidates for Student Government President gave campaign speeches Tuesday in the Dining Hall.

Last chance to vote tonight
By Brian Corasaniti
News Editor
Voting for Student Govern
ment elections will be wrapping
up this evening in the Dining Hall,
leaving 12 positions to be filled.
Candidates gave speeches
Tuesday at dinnertime in the Din
ing Hall after which voting be
gan. Voting continued on
Wednesday evening and will con
clude after dinner tonight.

Inside

Candidates running for Stu
dent Government president are Ted
Miller, Gia Marie Vacca and
Jayson Slattery, all from the Class
of2000. Executive Vice President
of Student Government for the
Senate candidates are Nussair
Habboush from the Class of 2000
and Gabe Goodine from the Class
of 2001.
Theresa Forget is running for
class of 2000 president, Amy
Macauley is running for vice presi
dent and Anne Coary is running
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Taft housing
to be closed,
says Wielk
By Julie Ann Nevero
Editor-in-Chief
It was decided this week by
University officials that Taft Com
mons, Sacred Heart University’s
oldest residential building, will not
open to house students next year.
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According to Larry Wielk,
dean of students, the opening of
East Hall, additional costs and its
remote location were the key fac
tors considered in the decision to
close Taft.
East Hall, the ten story build
ing anticipated for August, will
house 376 sophomores and accord
ing to Wielk, will alleviate some of
the overcrowding the school saw
this year.
“The excess bed count antici
pated for the fall has increased
only 40-50 beds over this past fall,”
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See Taft, Page 2

for secretary. Treasurer and four
Senator positions are available.
Tom Wuestkamp is running
for president of the class of 2001,
Audrey Marrone is running for
vice president, Kelly Gordon is
running for treasurer and Chris
Horvath and Gill Lefort are run
ning for senators. The Secretary
and two Senator positions are
available.

See Elections, Page 3

Bridgeport. She currently serves
on the Board of Directors of the
American Red Cross, Bridgeport
Chamber of Commerce, Women’s
Leadership Council, Housatonic
Girl Scout Council and the United
Way of Eastern Fairfield County,
among other activities.
Bumaska, a Democrat, was
elected the second Selectwoman
of Mdnroe in 1995 and re-elected
in 1997. She has served on the
Monroe Town Council, the Mon
roe Board of Finance, the Code
Compliance Committee and as a
Justice of the Peace as well as
other public offices. Her volun
teer works include service on the
Monroe Public School’s Parent’s
Council, the Monroe Scholarship
Fund, the League of Women Vot
ers and Monroe’s Spirit week
Committee.
The Conference will also fea
ture sessions by members of the
Sacred Heart community includ
ing Clark, Raynis, Sr. Margaret
Palliser, Sr. Anne-Louise Nadeau,
Jocelyn Novella and a special clos
ing by Tricia Leonard-Paisley.
Topics for the sessions will

The Third Annual Women’s
Leadership Conference, to be held
Friday at Sacred Heart, promises
to be more than just a day of girl
power.
The Conference, presented by
the Office of Residential Life and
the Women’s Studies Program,
will offer a variety of sessions on
topics affecting women today.
“This conference brings real
life issues to the academic world,”
said Director of Women’s Studies
Nina Clark. Clark is one of the
conference’s organizers, as is Di
rector of Residential Life and
Housing Services Cathy Raynis.
“It’s a fun way to learn about
topics related to a really important
diversity issue,” said Raynis.
This year’s conference fea
tures two keynote speakers instead
of one. The first, Rosa Correa, is
the director of Governor
Rowland’s southwestern office.
The second, Karen Bumaska, is
the selectman of Monroe.
Correa, a Republican, has
lived inBridgeport since 1957 and of women in Dorothy Parker’s
has been an active member of the literature.
community for years. She has
worked for the Mayor’s Office
and the Catholic Diocese of
See Conference, Page 3

Flik expands meal choices
By Julie Ann Nevero
Editor-in-Chief
FLIK unveiled yet another
face-lift this week in its latest at
tempt to combat the crowded en
vironment students, faculty and
staff have come to expect during
the busy lunch period.
FLIK’s three main stations,
entrees, grill and deli all saw
changes. The old grill was re
moved and two new grill pieces
were installed, enabling two FLIK
workers to operate quicker and
smoother. The deli now features
two stations that accommodate two
FLIK workers comfortably.
Students can now find some
of their favorites from the grill at
the entree station enabling them to
avoid the long line at the grill.
Hot plates have also been in
stalled at the entree and grill sta
tions allowing certain items to
become self-serve. Students can
pick their own slice of pizza at the
entree station and can help them
selves to French fries and onion
rings at the grill.
Chip Kennedy, director of
FLIK, said he realized they were
overcrowded and knew they could
not enlarge so they had to make
due with what they had. “We
wanted to try to serve people twice
as fast,” said Kennedy.
A Carver station featuring
food from Boston Market, located
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Flik worker Clarence Wright serves<a student in the Dining Hall.
in the far comer of the dining hall,
is the latest addition. Students can
chose an entree of rotisserie
chicken, wings or others, as well
as a variety of side dishes.
Prices for the Carver station
are equal to a bargain bundle for
meal plan students and are the
same as an entree price for stu
dents with dining dollars, accord
ing to Kennedy.
Kennedy said the concept for

the changes started in September
but there were “hold-ups.”
“We were conceptualizing
what we needed to do,” said Larry
Wielk, dean of students. “What
would be most effective and how
could we better serve the students.
Location and visualization (of the
Carver station) were also factors.”

See Flik, Page 3
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News Briefs
Students arrested for I.D. fraud
Two Sacred Heart University students were
arrested before Spring Break for the manufacturing
of fake I.D.s and the Fairfield Police Department are
searching for the third as of Monday.
Craig Kelley is being charged with one count of
conspiracy to commit forgery and Jeff Murray is
being charged with one count of forgery in the
second degree and three counts of attempted forgery.
Both posted a $2,500 dollar bond and are out await
ing trial.
The third, Marc Rolland, is being charged with
22 counts of criminal attempt to commit forgery and
one count of conspiracy to commit forgery. The
police released Rolland awaiting the $2,500 bond,
whieh he was unable to pay at the time. As of
Monday, Rolland has yet to post the bond. Police are
trying to locate Rolland and collect the bond.

Time change for Abraham Verghese lecture
The time for Abraham Verghese’s lecture, “The
Search For Meaning in a Medieal Life,” has been
changed from the original time of 7:30 p.m. tonight.
It will now begin at 7 p.m. tonight in the Academic
Center, whieh used to be the old gym.

Photo by Kerrie Darress

Students do research on the Ryan Matura Library’s databases , which may receive an update.

Library hoping for changes
Kijanka’s resignation prompting updates
By Terri Williams
Contributing Writer

George giving April talk and presentation
Babu George, chair of Sacred Heart
University’s Department of Chemistry/Physics, will
present a lecture and demonstration at SHU at 8 p.m.
on April 14 in the Schine Auditorium.
The program, whieh is sponsored by the Con
tinuing Education Council, is open to the public.
George will complement his talk, “Chemistry
in Our Everyday Life,” with chemieal demonstra
tions using everyday items - fortified iron eereal,
lemon juice, laxatives, salt and sugar. Preparation of
food, the story of certain drugs and musical instru
ments are among the diverse topics to be discussed.
Refreshments will be served.
For more information, contact Edward Donato,
associate dean of University College, at 371-7836.

Public Safety and police looking for thief
The Department of Public Safety along with the
Fairfield Police Department is searching for the
person reponsible for the theft of three wallets from
women’s pocketbooks in the Administration Build
ing that occurred last semester.
The desciption of the perpetrator is an African
American male, 5 feet 7 inches tall in his late 30’s
with a goatee and shortly cropped hair receding on
both sides with hair in the middle. He was neatly
dressed and wore a white shirt with a long black •
trench coat.
- Compiled by Brian Corasaniti

Taft: Hall will close its doors
Continuedfront Page 1

•’

said Wielk. “The bigger issue is
the excessiveness of the ex
penses.”
According to Wielk, if SHU
were to keep all University hous
ing buildings open in addition to
Taft there would be a difference
in revenue of about $1 million.
“We are reducing this by elimi
nating Taft,” said Wielk.
Weilk said the University
also wants to, “eliminate the dis
tance between the campus and

students.”
The decision has not been well
received by students. GabeGoodine, a Taft RA, sent an email to University President, An
thony Cemera and other adminis
trators, pleading for them to keep
the hall open.
It was a tough decision for
University officials to make, ac
cording to Wielk.
“The community at Taft is
tight. Chris Szpila has been the
RHD there for three years and her
continuity has built a bond,” said
Wielk.

In the wake of the December
retirement of Sacred Heart
University’s Head Librarian, the
library’s staff has begun to lay the
groundwork for a new image.
Dorothy Kijanka retired as
Head Librarian at the end of Dct
cember. Mary Rogers is tempo
rarily filling Kijanka’s position
until a search committee is as
sembled to replace Kijanka per
manently.
“One of the things I’ve been
given authorization to do is act as
more than someone whojust main
tains,” said Rogers. “Among our
short term goals is to have a full
library staff. We just filled two
full-time positions and are work
ing on filling two more part-time
positions.”
To make the library into the
place she wants it to be, Rogers
said she is working from the
ground up.
“T m concentrating on getting
us back together and laying out
the groundwork needed for the

library to improve,” she said.
are aware that Pro Quest does not
To carry this out, Rogers has work with remote access, and we
been working with Eileen Bertsch, have been looking into ways of
assistant academic vice president fixing it.”
Many students who do use
and Thomas Forget, interim aca
the library regularly said they come
demic vice president.
“We need to do more and part to relax, study and finish home
of my beginning conversations work, but not to research or find
with Ms. Bertsch and Dr. Forget reference materials.
was to help them understand what
“I use the library regularly,
,,;We need to do that,” said Rogers. but I’ve only really looked for
“I’m working with them to make books there three times,” said
it work.”
Cesario.
While some students said they
Rogers said she acknowl
use the library regularly, many edges shortcomings in the library’s
said they never use it. They said book collection. “There are defi
that outdated books and malfunc ciencies, but this all goes back to
tioning article retrieval systems our budget.”
are among the reasons they do not
“The Association of College
use the library regularly.
and Research Libraries sets stan
“I think it’s annoying how dards from how many chairs to
sometimes Pro Quest isn’t up and how many books we should have,”
running and all of the computers she said. “No, we don’t meet the
aren’t hooked up to the Internet,” ACRL’s standards in books, and
said John Cesario, a senior from no, we don’t meet budget stan
Staten Island, N.Y.
dards.”
One of Roger’s long term
Rogers said she wants to see
goals is to address the library’s the library overcome these bud
technology issues.
getary problems. “I prepared a
“We will continue to work budget and forwarded it to Dr.
with technology issues and to build Forget which addresses these de
abetterbudget,”saidRogers. “We ficiencies,” said Rogers.

Snowstorm closes SHU last Monday
By Gregory J. Bavedas
Contributing Writer
The New England area was
bombarded by a Sunday night
snow storm that caused day classes
at Sacred Heart University to be
canceled on March 15. The storm
heavily blanketed the University
and left the buildings and grounds
crew a handful of problems.
Mike Austin, coordinator of
special events, knows how heavy
the snow can get and sometimes
the job is too big for the SHU
grounds crew to handle alone.
“We know exactly what we
have to do and we always get it
done,” said Austin. “But some
times the snow is way too heavy
for our guys to push across a huge
parking lot in their trucks. That’s
when we call in a private contrac
tor to lend a hand.”
The last storm caused huge

amounts of damage and left thou
sands of people in the area without
power.
However, the grounds crew
at SHU worked to make sure that
any damage done on campus was
quickly fixed.

know exactly
what we have to do
and we always get it
done, ” Mike Austin,
coordinator of special
events for SHU.
“We had a lot of downed trees
and tree limbs to contend with but
no really serious damage was
done,” said Austin. “We never
lost power but with the heavy
weight of the last snow fall serious

damage to the buildings, especially
the roofs, is always a danger,” said
Austin.
Even after the storm, the po
tential for damage still exists.
“When all this stuff melts
there’s going to be a lot of water
on this campus,” said Austin.
“We had all the drain pipes
and storm drains cleared a week
before this last storm, but drain
age on campus has never been that
good so it may be a little soggy
around here until the ground dries,”
said Austin..
Although the grounds crew
feels undermanned at times, they
work to get the job done before
anyone shows up on campus.
“We could always use a few
more hands, but what grounds
crew anywhere couldn’t?” said
Austin. “With the exception of
the people that do our interior
cleaning, everyone in the depart
ment lends a hand in a storm.”
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PUBLIC SAFETY RELEASES
Incident reports from March 13 to 21
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Students stand outside the Cashier’s Ol^ce Tuesday to hand in their housing deposits.

New housing policy in place
By Lori Magliocco
Contributing Writer
A new housing selection pro
cess has been implemented for the
student body during the 1999-2000
academic year.
The housing selection has
changed from previous years. In
stead of calculating priority num
bers by credits and GPA, it will be
based on a lottery system.
The selection consists of stu
dents being put into a lottery by
class.
For example, students who
have senior credits of 72 or more
are put together. The seniors will
have numbers 1-500 and will be
picked randomly.
All students designated as
juniors will have between 42 and
71 credits and will be designated
numbers 600-1,000 in the lottery.
All students designated as sopho
mores will have between 12 and
41 credits and get numbers 1,100
to 1,500.
The housing deposit has also
changed. This year, the housing
deposit has gone up from $200
and $300 dollars and is non-refundable. The housing deposit
was due by March 22 by 4 p.m.
Anyone who did not have a
deposit in at that time will not be

2p.m.-WcstIIallrcsid
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Junior Brooke Hourigan waits in line to pay her housing deposit.
considered for fall 1999 housing.
They will have to be put on a
waiting list.
The housing options for South
and ^Vest Hall are available for
freshman and transfer students.
East Hall, currently under con-

struction, is for sophomores.
Sophomores, juniors and se
niors also have the option to live at
Jefferson Hill and Parkridge.
Avalon Gates is available for
graduate students, juniors and se
niors.

Elections:
Conference: Women gather
Last chance to examine leadership issues
registration including lunch,
to vote today Continuedfrom page 1 eral
but SHU students can attend for
c

Continued from page 1
Keri Blairis running for Class
of 2002 president, Keith Markey
and Erin Zych are running for vice
president, Victor Potemski is run
ning for treasurer and Michelle
Barretta is running for secretary.
Four senator positions are avail
able.
Elections for next year’s
freshman class will de held in the
fall.
Current Student Government
President Tom McCabe said that
the amount of available senator
positions is due to the fact that
many senators are running for po
sitions higher up in student gov
ernment.
“A lot of the senators decided
they wanted to do more with their
class,” said McCabe.

March 13: 12:32 pan.- West Hall fire extinguisher found
discharged; it was replaced.
^^^1^^^ p.iii.- Academic Building fire alarm received; no
problem found.
March 14:10:14 p.in,’ Parkridge resident reported an accident
on Park Avenue; he requested an ambulance. Bridgeport Police
and AMR Ambulance responded. Injured University staff mem
ber transported to the hospital.
March 15: 10:15 a.m.- Officer observed vandalism to the
elevator in South Hall.
12:32 p.m.- Flik employee reported having a seizure;911 called,
Fairfield Police, Fire and AMR Ambulance responded; em
ployee was transported to the hospital.
1:56 B-m.- Jefferson Hill resident reported someone acti
vated a credit card in her name with her last year’s mailbox and
apartment number on it.
March 16:12:28 a.ra.- South Hall resident was reported to beilii
911 called. Fairfield Police, Fire and AMR Ambulance re
sponded; resident transported to the hospital.
5:15 a.m.- Visitor reported his vehicle was stolen from the
South Lot overnight. Fairfield Police notified.
9:57 a.m.- West Hall fire alarm activated by someone
hitting a smoke detector.
3:10 p.m.-Mail room staff reported finding mail that was
open near the AB mailboxes. Cash and check were stolen from
mail addressed to two residents.
10:30 p.in.- Jefferson Hill resident reported ill; 911 called.
Fairfield Police, Fire and AMR Ambulance responded; resident
transported to the hospital.
March 17: 10:38 a.m.- West Hall fire alarm received; faulty
detector was the cause.
1:35 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm received; detector activated
for unknown reason.
6:56 p.in.- Three South Hall residents called from the
elevator reporting they were stuck in the elevator; Fairfield Fire
Department called. At 7:33 the students were able to exit the
elevator.
March 18: 2:14 a.in.- Jefferson Hill fire alarm caused by
cooking.

“Our focus this year was kind
of on community and local leader
ship,” saidRaynis, adding, “There
is a theme, but hopefully it’s gen
eralized enough where anyone
could attend and find something
interesting.”
The conference costs $ 15 gen-

free. Students planning on attend
ing lunch can use their meal plan
or pay $4.50.
T-shirts and sweatshirts will
be sold at the registration table.
Advance registration is preferred
by the organizers, but anyone may
register on Friday in the Mahogany
Room.

Flik: New expansions arrive
Continuedfrom page 1
“We wanted to improve the
quality, service and variety,” said
Wielk. “That’s the bottom line.”
The changes have received
mixed reviews from students.
“I was very happy with my
carver meal,” said Kristy Barra, a
senior from Clifton, N.J. “Iwasn’t

happy with the lines though.”
“I think (the changes) made
the lines longer,” said Kelly Reo,
a senior from Hicksville, N. Y. “I
don’t like how the grill food has
been separated.”
Kennedy said the changes
would take some getting used to,
but once everyone becomes fa
miliar with the new system, it will
be less crowded.

phonecalls. . :
March 19:12:36 a.m.. Television in the hallway outside of the
Hawley Lounge fell and was damaged.
2:06 a.m.- Officer observed an ill student in South Hall;
treatment and/or transportation declined. His friends took care
of him through the morning.
3:06 a.m.- Parkridge resident reported a snowball was
thrown through his window.
8:30 p.m.- Non-student attempted to, bring a handgun into
the concert at the Pitt Center. The handgun was detected by the
staff operating the metal detectors at the entrance. Fairfield
Police Officers questioned the woman, who had a license to carry
the gun. A taxi was called, and she was escorted off the campus,
10:15 p.m.- Student received a shoulder injury during the
concert; treated by EMTs at the scene.
10:48 p.m.- Student received a back injury during the
concert; treated by EMTs at the scene, then transported via taxi
to the hospital.
11:16 p.m.- Resident student was knocked unconscious
during the concert; she was transported via ambulance to the '
hospital.
March 20:1:32 a.m.- A fight was reported outside of Jefferson
Hill. Officers responded. Victim of assault declined treatment
: or police involvement; non-students involved were escorted off
campus.
8:10 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm caused by food cooking.
10:24 p.m.-Parkridge resident reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
March 21:12:01 a.m.- Jefferson Hill fire alarm caused by food
cooking.
1:04a.m.-NESS Officer observed individuals attempting to
enter South Hall with alcohol; Officers responded and confis
cated alcohol from non-students.
’ 2:05 a.m.-Residential Life staffreported a student kicked in
a door at South Hall.
2:11a.m.-West Hall resident reported someone banging on .
their room door; Officer responded and settled the dispute.
3:05 a.m.- Resident student reported receiving harassing e*
mail.
3d)6 a.m.- Officer smelled marijuana in West Hall; Res.
Life was contacted and a search of a room found drug parapher
nalia, which was confiscated.
11:11 a.m.- South Hall fire alarm caused by someone
accidentally hitting a smoke detector.
8:21 p.m.- South Hall resident reported another resident
was ill; 911 called. Fairfieldj^lice, Fire and AMR Ambulance
responded. Resident was transported via ambulance to the
hospital.
9:02 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm caused by spray entering a
smoke detector.
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Editoriak
New housing selection process is not fair

if the

SHU

Well, it’s that time of year again. Housing selec
tion, registration; two events that strike fear into the
lives of students. Each year, students can expect these
processes to be different but this year’s revision of
housing selection may be the most dramatic.
In years past, housing selection has drawn upon
credit hours. The more credits you have, the higher you
are placed on the list. This year, there is a random
drawing. All groups are picked at random and placed in
order. Is this fair?
A group that works hard to accumulate a lot of
credits was, for the most part, guaranteed to have a good
shot at getting the housing of their choice. That is fair.
What is not fair is that this year, a group like this could
get stuck behind a bunch of slackers who cut class
everyday and take 12 credits a semester.
Students who work hard in school and get the most
out of their experience deserve to be rewarded with the
chance to have a nice place to live. This new arrange
ment makes slackers and scholars equal and that is not
fair.

Many thanks to FLIKfor recent changes
Congratulations and thanks are due to FLIK and
its director Chip Kennedy for implementing several
changes during Spring Break.
An expanded entree line, improvements to the
grill and the new pavilion at lunch seem to have eased
the crowded conditions and long lines that have been a
common sight since September. The quality of food
also seems to have improved.
FLIK even began a,new service that provides
students with pizza delivery to their dorm rooms four
days of the week.
While the new changes are appreciated, they
should have come sooner. Improvements like this
were promised since the first week of the fall semester.
It took seven months for the changes to be made.
The biggest problem that FLIK should concern
itself now is the inflated prices in the Marketplace.
Even with the discount that students receive when
paying with Dining Dollars, the prices appear to be
high. Hopefully FLIK will find a way to address this
problem in a timely manner.

The SHU Voices
How do you feel about FLIK’s recent changes?

Jen Rimkus

Rob Walters

All Silverio

Senior
Naugatuck

Senior
Scranton, Penn.

Sophomore
Lawerence, Mass.

“The school is develop
ing and it shows their
initiative to better the
school.
”

“There is a decrease
in congestion to get
food. Selection has
improved with more
variety. ”

A healthy body doesn’t come off the shelf of a GNC store
Alright, so you’ re looking for
that perfect body. You*’re going to
drive yourself down to the local
GNC and pick up those essential
vitamins and minerals that will
help you get that definite edge
over everyone else. You’ll do
anything to get
these “miracle
pills” so you can
look like the ac
tors you see on
television. It
doesn’t matter
what they Cost
because they
By Mike
work,
right?
Kuchar
Sure they do, you
say to yourself. —
After all, Lou
Ferrigno uses them, and he’s a
man-made Adonis.
Guess again. All of these
over the counter remedies aren’t
going to make you look like a
million bucks. In fact, you may
even wind up spending a lot of
money and still not look like half
the man Jack Lalanne is even in
his crippling old age. So stop

watching Chuck Norris and
Christie Brinkley try to work up a
sweat on an imitation Nordic Flex
and get yourself in gym, where the
real “working out” begins.
I know what your saying,
“F ve been working out for months
and I’m still not getting the results
I want.” There are two answers to
that. One is that you’re not work
ing out hard enough and the sec
ond is that it takes years not months
to get your more-body into great
shape. Some of these body-build
ers and fitness models have trained
for years and hardly any of them
are at the point of satisfaction ei
ther.
Don’t get me wrong. Some
people just do not have the time to
workout three or four times a week,
and in these cases a little is more
than nothing. However, this
doesn’t mean you’re allowed to
be lazy. If you take mass transit to
iB^k, walk to the nearest bus stop
instead of driving. Try exercising
for 15 to 20 minutes during your
lunch break. I can assure you this
will make a difference. It’s not

only the exercise that can help you
achieve your goal. This is where
nutrition and eating right fall into
place. Just as anyone in the local
gym can tell you, eating right is
the secret to staying in shape.
These bottled vitamins and pow
ders are called supplements be
cause they “supply” your body
with the additives it needs to grow.
But you don’t need any of that
garbage as long as you maintain
good eating habits and exercise
frequently.
Anybody with a high school
education knows that carbohy
drates like bread and pasta give
you energy and proteins, like fish
and poultry, help build muscle.
There is a science behind all this
and if you have the ti^ae to read the
thousands of different magazines
and late night informercials, then
by all means do so.
If you’re like me and have
much better things to do, stick to
these three simple concepts: moti
vation, exercise, diet. Without
trying to sound like Tony Little,
motivation is the hardest. If you

can juggle these three components
of working out, you are well on
the road to a stronger, well-de
fined body and mind.
All these strength powders
and pills help some but hurt oth
ers. Supplements such as Creat
ine, a muscle enhancing powder,
have been known to affect the
liver and most of these supple
ments are to new to the market so
their side effects are not yet dis
covered. Brand names like “Ulti
mate Orange” have been banned
by the International Olympic Com
mittee, and if that doesn’t tell you
something, you’re in need of a
little more than a perfect body.
So stop popping miracle pills
with Bon Bon’s, get up off the
couch and work out. All it takes is
an hour a day to get yourself into
some sort of shape, and it also can
be a great stress reliever.^ Spend a
beautiful Sunday afternoon bike
riding or taking a long jog. It
liberates your body and mind. So
after a tough day at work, instead
of crying with Oprah, hit the tjpadmill, and keep at it.

“It shortens the lines
and the selection is
better. ”

------------------------------------

EDITORIAL POLICY;
The editorial pages are an
open forum. Letters to the
editor are encouraged. All
submissions are subject to
editing for spelling, punctua
tion, grammar, clarity and
length. The Spectrum does
not assume copyright for any
published material. All
submissions are reviewed by
the Editorial Board.
The Spectrum is a studentrun newspaper of Sacred
Heart University, published
every Thursday during the
academic year. All mail
should be sent to Sacred
Heart University, 5151 Park
Ave., Fairfield, .CT 064321000. The advertising
deadline is 7 days prior to
publication. Office phone
numbers are (203) 371-7963
or 7966. Fax number is (203)
371-7828.
•
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Please submit your letters to the Spectrum office on Mondays between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters must be typewritten and signed and
may be eddied. Please include title or class and phone number.

Letters

RA PLEADS TO Dr. Cernera to keep the community service oriented Taft Commons open
(The following letter was sent via e-mail to the University President, the Editor-in-Chief of the Spectrum and other University administratiors)
Letter to the Editor:
It is my understanding that a
recommendation was delivered to
you (Dr. Cernera) from Jim
Barquinero (VP enrollment plan
ning and student affairs) advising
that Taft Commons be removed
from the Department of Residen
tial Life. As you know, I am very
opposed to this drastic measure.
When I had spoken to you at mass
on Tuesday, it alarmed me when
you referred to the predicament as
a space issue.
I am very sorry that I did not
utilize you as my faculty friend at
Taft as well as I maybe could
have. The reason why I had cho
sen you at the beginning of the
year is because you represent, to
the students, the university’s mis
sion statement. There exists a
strong correlation between the liv
ing environment at Taft Commons
and this school’s mission state
ment.
“The University aims to as
sist in the development of people
knowledgable of self, rooted in
faith, educated in mind, compas
sionate in heart, responsivve to
social and civic obligations, and
able to respond to an ever-chang
ing world.” I am sure that you
have used this statment many times
to define Sacred Heart University.
Allow me to use this statement to
describe the reality of this ideol
ogy. A person cannot come to
know oneself unitl he or she is
comfortable and is given the ca
pacity to grow in his or her envi

ronment. There is on the average
two programs hosted by one of the
four resident assisstants per week
at Taft. You may argue that this
occurs at every residence hall at
Sacred Heart. However, it is the
turnout for the programs that
proves Taft’s residents’ eagerness
and willingness to grow as an in
dividual. It is not uncommon for
a quarter of the residents of Taft to
attend one program.
Did you know that once a
week a group of Christians gather
faithfully to observe and share
witnesses and testimonies in
Christ? This Campus Ministrysponsored event, which began
September 30, (and has not been
missed one week yet) became so
popular due to Taft’s enthusiasm
and success that it attracted stu
dents from other resident halls.
The success is greatly due to our
building’s structure. Nootherhall
has twenty apartments joined by a
common corridor and lounge. This
format has promoted social activ
ity and a sense of community found
in no other hall.
During the seasons of Lent, I
have facilitated a Breaking of the
Word series, which is open to all
residents. The program was
formed in order to assist a Taft
resident who is making her jour
ney toward the Sacrament of Con
firmation. The Taft community
gathers together faithfully to sup
port a fellow Christian. TaftCommons is rooted in faith.
Our resident hall has aca
demic-centered residents in it. One

of the selling points Taft has al
ways been recognized for is the
quiet study atmosphere it can pro
vide. Not only is the upstairs in
each apartment practically sound
proof, but also Taft possesses a
study lounge in the heart of the
building. In what other hall can
you find an isolated study lounge?
None. You see, Taft is a very
unique resident hall that is an enor
mous asset to Residential Life.
The school would lose half of its
bragging rights pertaining to Resi
dential Life if it chooses to elimi
nate Taft.
Taft Commons is overwhelm
ingly compassionate in heart. The
numerous and successful fund
raisers are evidence of our kind
ness and goodness. We have had
fund-raisers for many causes such
as breast cancer research, Colom
bian earthquake relief, food cabi
nets, RHA, MS and many others
that do not come to mind. The act
of compassion that stands out in
my mind is the collection of soda
can tabs. A Taft resident saw the
immense output of soda cans from
our building and took it upon him
self to collect the tabs weekly to
be donated to St. Vincent’s Hos
pital a few blocks away. The soda

associate and correlate Taft is our
response to social and civic obli
gations. This is where Taft thrives
mostly. In the first semester, our
building donated well over 100
hours of community service as a
building. We sent a delegation of
20 people to Boston’s Serve-athon weekend for the weekend for
the second time in as many years.
This year we decided to host a
Service Weekend inviting
Stonehill College (who hosted us
in Boston) to participate in com
munity service in the Bridgeport
area. Taft had a Habitat for Hu
manity Day in which I had to limit
the number of people going due to
inefficiency at the site when there
were too many.
On Halloween, we invited 200
children to walk through our hall
in which we had constructed a
haunted house. Residents who
were not involved in the haunted
house were available for children
to trick or treat. We facilitated a
table at Hank Parkinson’s suc
cessful Helping Hands party. On
that same day, Taft residents
hopped on a fire truck to sing
Christmas carols and rang in a
Christmas tree lighting that in
volved our surrounding neighbor-

nated for the State of Connecticut
Higher Learning Community Ser
vice Award given to one college
organization once a year. Taft
reaches out to the greater commu
nity providing love and service to
the poor and the Light of God to
many.
I truly hope that the preced
ing information is being taken into
consideration on the matter. It is
my strong opinion that Sacred
Heart will take a gigantic step
away from its mission statement if
the decision is made to eliminate
Taft Commons. As a resident
assistant, I understand the quali
ties a healthy and successful resi
dent hall needs to possess and Taft
Commons is undoubtedly the most
ideal and effective resident hall
that Sacred Heart University has.
Taft’s Residential Life staff s
motto is “setting the standard.”
We put those words to a reality.
Our successes compare to no other
hall. Residential Life is the de
partment of the University that
students experience directly. It is
important for you to know as an
administrator how the decision on
Taft will affect the students’ per
ception of the mission statement.
I love this University and for what

can tabs are-ased by,tfa&hospttat*>.-<'toodt«'' -iv..
toward the blood dialysis process.

This semester we volunteered

Taft promotes and possesses such
a large amount of compassion that
it lends the opportunity for its resi
dents to challenge themselves in
becoming more kind-hearted.
The last piece of the mission
statement with which I want to

our time to help Bridgeport Area
Youth Ministry prepare to open
its doors to Bridgeport’s children.
One Christian group assisting an
other. Due to the enormous
amount of community service,
Taft Commons has been nomi

Is there something on your mind and you want to tell
someone how you feel? Don^t stay silent, write a letter to the
editor. The Spectrum wants to know what you’re thinking.
Submit your letter today and let your voice be heard.

Please take my argument se
riously and objectively. I thank
you ahead of time for considering
the impact on the students and on
what this University is founded.

Gabe Goodine
Taft RA
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Merton Center program provides care for Bridgeport kids
SHU students give back to community in after-school program
By Guy Fortunato

Contributing Writer
The first grader stood there
with his eyes looking downward,
his hands in his pockets and his
shoes untied.
“Hello there,” said the volun
teer. “You must be Scott. I am
here to spend some time with you.
We are going to have a lot of fun.”
Scott was intimidated and shy
with the presence of Kristine
Schiebel, a sophomore volunteer
fromBethpage,N.Y. After a while
he replied, “Hi.”
Kristine could feel the first
grader’s eyes staring at her as she
spoke to one of the directors of the
Merton Center.
Kristine Schiebel is one of
five Sacred Heart students cur
rently taking part in the Merton
Center after-school program on
Madison Avenue in Bridgeport.
The program is held on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays from 3 to 5 p.m.
According to Phyllis
Machledt, director of Service
Learning and volunteer programs.

the program is part of a series of
volunteer activities that take place
at the Merton Center throughout
the year.
“Project Learn was estab
lished by Sacred Heart people 27
years ago to help the Bridgeport
community,” said Machledt. “The
after-school program is just one
part of these activities which also
include a prayer group, a women’s
support group, and a family sup
port center.”
Campus Minister Tricia
Leonard-Paisley said that the af
ter-school program was brought
about three years ago in an at
tempt to meet children’s needs.
“Our program is intended for
working women who cannot af
ford daycare,” said Paisley. “We
provide a warm, safe place to go
and our students serve as role
models to these children.
The program provides home
work and tutorial help to neigh
borhood children in a safe, nurtur
ing place where creative activities
and play are encouraged.
“After every visit, I really feel
that I have made progress with the

kids,” said Schiebel. “I feel that I
make more of a lasting impression
on many of these kids.”
According to Kristina Willis,
coordinator of supervisors at the
Merton Center, the experience and
knowledge that volunteers are
gaining is just as valuable as any
course they have taken on cam
pus.
“We normally have five to 12
students volunteer on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays,” said Willis.
“We have done a recent sur
vey that determines how pleased
parents are with the volunteers,”
said Willis. “They are truly grate
ful for the time, energy, and effort
given by the volunteers.”
Kristine Schiebel is just one
of the several students that has
been volunteering at the Merton
Center since the Spring of 1998,
and is convinced that the program
is a success in more ways than just
positive parental feedback.
“I think one of the greatest
accomplishments of this program
is that it establishes a sense of
permanence and structure in the
children’s lives,” said Schiebel.

Contributed photo

Student Molly Roy takes care of children at the after-school
program at the Merton Center in Bridgeport.

Credit card debt has students in a bind
By Rob Loud

Contributing Writer
Have you ever been at a store
and did not have the cash to pur
chase something? One of your
most immediate reactions is to
pull out that all too powerful plas
tic card and charge it. Why not,
you ask yourself? After all, you’ll
worry about the bill later.
Well, this is the mentality of
many college students today. Debt
is becoming easier to fall into es
pecially with the annual increases
in college tuition.
According to Patricia
Scherschel, a spokeswomen for
the US A Group, rising tuition, free
spending and easy credit get many
young people in a bind.
“Clearly students are borrow
ing more to finance their college
education,” said Scherschel. “Stu
dents find it easy to fall into debt,
and things ‘snowball’ with the in
creasing loans.”
“Credit card debt then be
comes worse when combined with
loans,” Scherschel added.
Richard McKinley of RAM
Research Group says that once the
money is spent, students have a
hard time paying off their charges.
“College students teeter un
der a load of missed payments,
high interest rates and default ac
counts,” said McKinley.
“This makes it even more dif
ficult to get out of debt.”
Many universities such as
Sacred Heart are welcoming credit

card companies on their campuses
that entice students with their
marketing tactics.
“Credit card companies feel
that college students are an easy
target,” said Denise Sutphin, as
sistant dean of students.
“College students do nothave
an abundance of money, so they
see it as a way to buy things,” she
added.
Sutphin said that some of the
credit companies that advertise on
campus include Discovery,
Mastercard, and American Ex
press.

**Before I knew.it I
was up to my neck in
bills for things / did
not remember
buying,”Arthur Carr,
juniorfrom
Winchester, Mass.
Some students get lured in
with the maneuvers that these com
panies try to put on them by offer
ing free merchandise with the pur
chase of a card.
“It always seems that when I
walk past the bookstore, another
credit card company is trying to
suck me in,” said Jeff Lord, a
sophomore from Garden City,
N.Y.
“Five or six tee-shirts later, I

Photo by Kerrie Daress

Ed Mahoney and Elizabeth Lento purchase merchandise from the bookstore with a credit card.
wind up snipping all those cards
that came in the mail,” Lord said.
Mike Moylan, operations as
sistant in Student Union said that
these credit card companies come
to campus in one of two ways.
“Either an organization or
club on campus would sponsor
them for some type of fundraiser,
or the companies rent table space
directly,” said Moylan.
Students become over
whelmed with the financial free
dom that exists with credit cards.

and often find themselves worse
off financially than before they
had used them.
“I figured I never would
charge anything unless I didn’t
have the cash up front to buy some
thing,” said Arthur Carr, a junior
from Winchester, Mass.
“But before I knew it I was up
to my neck in bills for things that
I did not remember buying,” said
Carr.
“We believe that having these
companies on campus is fully ethi

cal and students have a responsi
bility for paying their debts,” said
Moylan.
Students are faced with the
same problem on college cam
puses all over the country.
“I was a freshman and there
was this guy giving out free stuff,
so I went over and signed up,” said
LaToya Dailey, a junior from the
University of Alabama.
“I have been paying ever
since, I am now in debj for more
than $8,000.”
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Residents of Townhouse One on display with their giant snowman

Parkridge residents create
new abominable snowman
By Chris Cirri

Contributing Writer
Now that spring has officially
sprung, the snowfall that provided
students with an extra day of
Spring Break seems ancient his
tory. But to several Sacred Heart
students March 15 will be a day to
remember.
Most students were pleased
to find ouiJi4^1^§gJi,3jib§gft„
canceled due to the snow that

Campus Happenings
Israeli Coffeehouse scheduled
The Israeli Coffeehouse, which is part of
Sacred Heart University’s International Coffeehouse
series, will feature Yiddish songs by vocalist Fraidy
Katz, accompanied by pianist and flutist Adrianne
Greenbaum. The event will take place on Thursday,
April 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the Mahogany Room. Gen
eral admission is $8 dollars.

Ski trip to Stratton
The ski and snowboard club sponsors a trip to
Stratton Mountain on March 28. The trip is open to
all students and faculty and costs $50 for bus and lift
ticket. To sign up contact Tim Wilder at 396-6116
or Jesse Blake at 365-4442.

American Coffeehouse slated for April
The American Coffeehousewill feature the
Over Easy band’s musical journey through a range
of American tunes, on Thursday, April 15 at 7:30
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge. Mike Kachuba’s enter
taining stories will also contribute to the festivities.
The cost is $8 general admission.

Spring Recruitment Day
It’s not too late to participate in the Spring ‘99
Recruitment Day on Friday, March 26. Come to
career development for more information.
-Compiled by Mike Kuchar

Sorority walks
for fund-raiser
By Terri Williams
Contributing Writer

The sisters of Beta Delta Phi
raised money by walking for breast
cancer research and awareness
programs at Sherwood Island in
Westwood earlier this year.
According to Magliocco, the
crowd at the walk was dotted with
pink bandannas, which served as
silent announcements that their
wearers were breast cancer survi
vors.
The National Cancer Insti
tute, ranks breast cancer as the
leading cause of death for women
between the ages of 15 and 34.
At the breast cancer walk.
Beta Delta Phi raised over $ 1,000
to be donated to research organi
zations.
In addition to making dona
tions to fund breast cancer re
search, the sorority also organizes
events aimed at promoting breast
cancer awareness to the Univer
sity community.
“We host guest speakers
yearly and make nurses available
to students for breast cancer
screenings,” she added.
Founded in 1964, Beta Delta
Phi is the oldest active organiza
tion on campus and has 17 mem
bers.

beer in one hand and a case of
Budweiser in the other.
When asked why the case of
beer, resident Dave Crowley re
plied, “It needed its finishing
touches, of course.”
Students Adam Dawson,
Dave Crowley, Chris Lear, Gerry
Joseph, Bill Hanley, Mark Si' gnore, Todd David, John DeRosi,
Chris Cirri, and a few other resi
dents constructed the giant
“We weren’t planning on
working on it for that long, but
when we saw people around the
community stopping and taking
pictures, we decided to keep go
ing with it,” said sophomore Bill
Hanley.
According to students, par
ents were taking pictures of their
children standing in front of the
snowman.
People were slowing down
their cars just to watch, and one
women from Bridgeport provided
the carrot for the snowman’s nose.
“It was hard, but obviously it
wasn’t impossible,” said resident
Chris Lear.
The snow melted within a day
leaving a disintegrating Frosty to
a pool of water and leaving
Parkridge residents with the
memory of a truly eventful day.

Monday.
Instead of just lying on the
couch all day, several students at
Parkridge decided to do some
thing worthwhile.
The residents of Townhouse
One decided to make something
of their snow day, literally. Nine
students built a 14-foot snowman
on Geduldig Road, directly across
from the townhouses.
“At first, I thought it was just
those Townhouse One guys up to
God knows what,” said Parkridge
resident Jamie Ondoro.
“After an hour, there was a
crowd of people out there watch
ing this thing grow and grow. It
was quite entertaining,” she added.
It took three and a half hours
to complete the giant snowman. It
stood 14 feet tall, wearing a Sa
cred Heart t-shirt, and holding a
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Arts & Entertainment

Students wanted Play receives rave reviews
By Frances Moore

A&E Editor

Life, decided to expand on the
idea.
They offer a variety of titles
to choose from, such as “The Di
vine Secrets of Ya Ya Sisterhood,”
by Rebecca Wells, and “Jewel,”
by Billie Letts.
Sutphin stated that so far only
faculty and staff have shown in
terest. She hopes that students
will catch on.
“I realize that reading a book
a week is too much for most stu
dents. Hopefully they can make it
to one or two though,” she said.
Director of Women’s Studies
Nina Clark is one of the faculty
members who signed up for the
discussion group.
“I love to read and I think that
a book club involving faculty, staff
and students is a worthwhile en
deavor,” she said.
A list of the selected titles and
meeting times is available in the
Student Life Office. The books
can be found in the Sacred Heart
bookstore.
The first meeting is April 7 at
5 p.m. in the Student Affairs Con
ference Room.

Students who enjoy recre
ational reading will get a chance
flex their literary muscles this se
mester.
The Offices of Student Life
and Residential Life have joined
forces to form a Book Discussion
Group, much like Oprah’s Book
Club.
The group will meet once a
week to discuss books that they
have selected from Oprah’s list of
must-reads.
Denise Sutphin, assistant
dean of students, hopes to break
down the communication barriers
between students and faculty.
“I think it’s a great forum for
faculty, staff and students to get
together and discuss things,” she
said.
The group had organized a
similar book discussion during
AIDS Awareness week.
The response for the book,
“What Looks Like Crazy on an
Ordinary Day,” was so successful
that SfitpWffrSnd KatrlrtaCoakl^^
Thbse^Sere?ES(i sh^td’cbnassistant director of Residential tact Student Life at 396-7846.

A&E Briefs
Cambodian Coffeehouse
Relax, grab a hot cup of coffee and learn about the
Cambodian culture tonight at the Cambodian Coffee
house. Classical Cambodian dances will be demon
strated and taught by Somaly Hay, one of the few
remaining palace dancers. Traditional Cambodian
snacks will be served. It will take place in the Faculty
Lounge at 8 p.m.

Annual College Bowl tonight
Sacred Heart’s annual College Bowl will take
place tonight at 9 p.m. Compete with other students
and show off your mental muscles to win prizes, or just
cheer on your peers. Those interested in competing
must sign up in the Student Union Office beforehand.

This weekend in the Schine
Adam Sandler’s “The Waterboy’’ will be shown
this weekend in the Schine Auditorium. The film,
which is about a waterboy-tumed-football star over
night, will be shown tomorrow night at 7 p.m. Addi
tional showings are Saturday at 7 p.m., and Sunday at 3
p.m.

Student Art Exhibit
Sacred Heart’s finest student artists present their
work in the annual exhibit. The artwork is displayed in
the Gallery of Contemporary Art. The exibition runs
from March 28 through April 20. The first day of the
exhibit will feature an opening reception from 1-4 p.m.
For more information, contact Sophia Gevas or Jeffery
Smith at 365-7650.
—Compiled by Frances Moore

By Brian Corasaniti

News Editor
Sacred Heart Theater
knocked another one out of the
park with the production of their
spring play, “Our Town.”
Those familiar with the play
will recognize the unique format
of the Stage Manager character
and the abundant use of panto
mime in place of props. These
elements add a unique touch to the
play that many theater virgins will
likely find exciting and entertain
ing.
The Thornton Wilder classic
starred junior Andrew Gentzow
as the Stage Manager, who was
the rock that held the play to
gether.
Through his narration, the
scene was set for the town. From
that point on, the audience em
barks on a trip fascinating through
a generation-plus in this town.
As far as performances go, all
members of the talented cast
proved their worth as student ac
tors in spades.
From top to bottom, all the
actors and actresses in the play did
an excellent job with absolutely

no weak links.
Special kudos go out to Tom
Wuestkamp, Christina Vargo and
D-Wayne Davis for their excel
lent dramatic performances as
George Gibbs, Mrs. Gibbs and
Doc Gibbs and to Jeff Hoose, Mark
Ungeheuer and Gary Baril for their
comedic (and dramatic) touches
as Simon Stimson, Professor
Willard and Constable Warren.
The entire cast shines.

Although many may be off
set by the lack of sets and props,
they are not missed too much.
Wilder’s idea works well, and fo
cuses on the characters and what
they are all about.
The play will be running
through next weekend with a spe
cial performance for students on
Wednesday for a dollar. Those
who check it out will not be disap
pointed.

The show must go on, but
many ask: where is it headed?
By Frances Moore

A&E Editor
Oscar celebrated his 71st
birthday with few million of his
closest friends Sunday. Though
that sounds like one heck of a
party, many were skeptical about
whether Oscar’s last appearance
of the century would be worth
watching.
At first glance, the large,
space-aged stage seemed to be
very cold and unwelcoming. It
looked as though this year’s Os
cars were going to be just as they
have been for the past few years: a
lot of hype and a little entertain
ment.
But Sunday’s award cer
emony proved to be every bit as
controversial, touching and comi
cal as they used to be in decades
past. The kind of show that made
it popular to begin with.
The award ceremony has
come under criticism in the past
few years for being less meaning
ful for its recipients.
But when Best Actor Roberto
Benigni’s film “Life is Beautiful”
won the Best Foreign Film award,
there was little that would keep
him calm, much less silent. His
acceptance speeches made Cuba
Gooding, Jr.’s elated response two
year’s ago seem like a mere hand
shake.
Gwyneth Paltrow’s genuine
gratitude for her Best Actress
award was filled with the kind of

blind emotion that we haven’t seen
since Sally Field.
But where was Sally Field?
Where are all the big-name stars
that used to come out of hiding for
a day of national recognition?
These past few. years have
been some of the lowest points in
Oscar history, driving away both
the live and television audiences.
People hardly remember a
time when the Oscar stage was a
showcase for a random streaker.
Protesters that used to line the
streets outside had been absent for
years. Controversy disappeared.
Gone are the days when ac
tors, such as Marlon Brando and
Jane Fonda, used the air time to
fight for a certain cause.
Presenters used to actually be
entertaining, with their trivial
prattle and improvisational skills.
We used to see public argu
ments over political views, or even
over the ceremony itself. Many
did not care about being politi
cally correct.
As advertisers took over, and
cue cards were strictly adhered to,
the show became so long and dull
that viewers, and actors, were just
plain bored.
Sunday night’s ceremony,
however, was filled with plenty of
that old spirit that many had for
gotten.
When Elia Kazan won a life
time achievement award Sunday
night for his directoral contribu
tion to films, the audience was
divided between admiration and

hatred.
Some,, like Warren Beatty,
cried tears of joy as they gave
Kazan a standing ovation.
Nick Nolte was among the
othe, s who remained in their seats,
however, choosing not to recog
nize Kazan.
(Kazan, along with many oth
ers in the film industry, was black
listed in the fifties for his associa
tion with the Communist Party.
Many felt that he should not have
been awarded.)
Between the silent protests
inside, and the hundreds of pro
testers picketing outside, such a
scene has not been seen since pro
testers burned Vanessa Redgrave ’ s
body in effigy in 1977 for her
controversial role in the World
War n film “Julia.”
Sunday’s host, Whoppi
Goldberg, let loose a few offhand
remarks about a certain White
House scandal that were reminis
cent of a time when political cor
rectness was not a primary con
cern.
The primary concern should
be to entertain, to provide audi
ences with a means of showcasing
their favorite actors, directors or
whomever, and, most importantly,
to give the film community the
recognition that they deserve for
their hard work and dedication to
their field of work.
Sunday night’s show was able
to do just that. Hopefully the
tradition will continue into the
coming years.
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Faculty & Staff honored at 36th Annual Founder’s Day

Douglas J. Bohn, M.S.

Ingrid Wagner

Paul Siff, Ph.D.

Roberta L. Staples, Ph.D.

35 years, Assistant Vice
President for Academic
Affairs/ University Registrar

30 years, Lead Duplicating
Technician, Mailrrom

30 years. Associate Professor
of History *

Professor of English

Anne-Louise Nadeau,
SND., M.A.

Albert Wakin, M.S.

Barbara Zuffa, Ed.D.

25 years. Adjunct Professor of
Psychology

25 years. Associate Professor
of Management/Director of
Valley Programs

20 years. Director, Counseling
Center

Robin McAllister, Ph.D.
20 years. Associate Professor
English

Judith D. Miller, Ph.D.

Julie B. Savino, M.A.T.

Jacqueline B. Rinaldi, Ph.D.

Sandra Honda-Adams, M.S.

20 years. Associate Professor
of English

20 years. Dean, University
Financial Assistance

20 years. Director, .
Jandrisevits Learning Center

20 years. Associate Professor
of Computer Science

Kathleen O. Kingston, Ph.D.

Babu George, Ph.D.

Rebecca L. Abbott, M.F.A.

Claude Bartel, M.B.A.

20 years. Assistant Professor
of Mathematics

20 years. Professor of
Chemistry

15 years. Associate Professor
of Media Studies

15 years. Adjunct Associate
Professor of Finance and
Accounting

Not pictured:

Lawrence Fenn, Ph.D
Adjiinct Associate Professor
of Education

Dorothy M. Kijanka, M.L.S.

Ralph Lim, M.B.A.

15 years. University Librarian

15 years. Associate Professor
of Finance
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SHU Scoreboard

Remington records career- high in SHU win
TEAM
OPPONENT
(M) Ice hockey
Holy Cross
7-21-1, 7-19-1 MAAC

SCORE
1-3

(M) Lacrosse
1-2

Vermont
Ohio State
Boston College

9-8
3-14
6-17

(W) Lacrosse
1-1, 1-0 NEC

Connecticut
Quinnipiac

7-17
20-7

Baseball
4-10

Assumption
Yale
Yale

11-8
3-4
4-8

Softball
1-10

Wagner
Wagner

1-2
3-4

(M) Tennis
2-6

St. Peter’s
Fairfield

2-5

(M) Volleyball
14-8

Navy

V

>7
3-1

SHU score listed first

Keri Remington, a
junior on SHU’s
women’s hockey team,
scored six goals in the
Pioneer’s 20-7 win
over Quinnipiac on
Saturday.

The Akron, N.Y.,
native is tied for the
team scoring lead with
eight goals in two
games along with
Laura Mack.

#

Laxwomen scalp Braves
By Matt Duda

Sports Editor
Sacred Heart’s women’s la
crosse team bounced back from a
loss in its season opener to crush
Northeast Conference rival
Quinnipiac 20-7 last Saturday at
Campus Field.
The win pushed Sacred
Heart’s record to 1-1 overall on
the season and 1-0 in the NEC.
The Pioneer’s season began
on March 10 with a 17-7 loss to
the University of Connecticut at
Campus Field.
The Huskies took an early 21 lead before sophomore Laura
Mack of Franklin Square, N.Y.,
scored the team’s first goal of the
season.
UConn, who outshot SHU
452-10 in the game, led 8-3 at the
half, but that lead dwindled when
Shu scored three straight after
the break. The Huskies pulled
away steadily after that.
Mack led the Pioneers in scor
ing against UConn with three
goals. Keri Remington scored
twice while Jill Corrigan and Julie
Pandolfo each tallied once.
SHU goaltender Ginny
Capicchioni, who also starred in
goal for the field hockey team,
made 19 saves.

The Pioneers rebounded with
a convincing win over Quinnipiac.
Remington led the attack, scoring
six goals. Mack tallied five times
and added an assists. Corrigan
recorded a hat trick.
The Pioneer’s led 9-4 at the
break and pulled away even far
ther from the Braves in the second
half.
Cappichioni made nine saves'

and gave up four goals in 50 min
utes. Megan Matthews replaced
her for the remainder of the game
and made two saves.
Mack and Remington share
the conference scoring lead with
eight points a piece.
The win over Quinnipiac was
the first career coaching victory
for Tara Fisher. Fisher played at
SHU and served as an assistant.

Sports Briefs
Former major-leaguer to speak at SHU
Former major league baseball player Bill Denehy
will give a presentation concerning drug and alcohol
abuse to Sacred Heart University student-athletes and
the public on Thursday, March 25, in the Pitt Center.
Denehy, who was one of the top pitching pros
pects for the New York Mets in the mid 1960’s will
speak of his personal battle with drugs and alcohol and
how it cut his career short.
Denehy has spoken on this subject throughout the
United States at numerous universities and has been
featured in many newspapers such as the Boston Globe
as well as on television.
-Compiled by Matt Duda
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Shu athletes, including basketball players, participate in the
Running with the Pioneer’s fund-raiser.

Pioneers prepare
for annual race
Special to the Spectrum
The Student-Athlete Council,
along with the University’s 600plus student athletes, will sponsor
the third annual “Running with
the Pioneers” five kilometer road
race at 11 a.m. on Sunday, April
11 to benefit the “Make-A-Wish”
Foundation of Connecticut.
The 5K race, which will be
held on campus, has helped raise
over $2,000 the past two years to
benefit the “Make-A-Wish” Foun
dation of Connecticut and termi
nally ill children from the Fairfield
County area.
Last year, a terminally ill child
from Trumbull was able to go to
Disney World with her family due
to the proceeds from the race.
“This road race is a great way for

people in the Fairfield area to get
together and have fun, exercise, as
well as help a child in need have
their ‘wish’ come true,” said Sa
cred Heart’s basketball Coach Ed
Swanson, who also serves as ad
visor for the Student-Athlete
Council.
Swanson, who also serves as
advisor for the Student-Athlete
Council, said that SAC hopes to
raise over $3,000 for the Con
necticut “Make-A-Wish” Foun
dation.
First-place finishers in each
division receive a one-year mem
bership to the William H. Pitt
Health and Recreation Center.
Those interested in compet
ing in the race or becoming a spon
sor should call Swanson at (203)
365-7698.
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Just a bit higher:
At left, prepares to spike
the ball while looks on in a
game against Navy.
The Pioneers men’s
volleyball team defeated
Navy last Saturday 3-1, by
'' scores of 15-11, 13-15, 154 and 15-11.
Outside hitter Matt
Vetro of Natick, Mass.,
had 21 kills. Junior setter
Brian Cotte of Merrick,
N.Y., had 50 digs in the
win over the Midshipmen.
The win gives the
Pioneers a 14-8 record on
the season.

Photo by Matt Duda

SHU tops D-I Monmouth
By Matt Duda and Jason
Havelka
Sacred Heart’s men’s tennis
team scored it’s biggest victory of
the season Tuesday.
The Pioneer’s defeated
Monmouth, 4-3. “It was a huge
win for us,” said senior co-captian
Toney Cabana fromTampa, Fla.
“Everyone in the line up stepped
up espically in doubles.”
The Pioneers set the tone for
the match by winning two out of

three of the doubles matches. “It
was so important to play strong
right from the start of doubles, we
played well and the momentum
was able to carry over into our
singles play,” said Coach Mike
Guastelle.
After singles wins by senior
captain Jason Havelka and fresh
men Eric Rosenberger of Rahway,
N.J. tied the score at 3-3, Cabana
won a second set tiebreaker to
clinch the victory for the Pioneers.
The team lost twice last week

to St. Peter’s and to cross-town
rival Fairfield.
The Pioneers, who are 3-6 on
the year, lost to St. Peter’s 5-2.
SHU’s fifth singles player Nick
Asaro was the highlight for the
Pioneers, earning his third three■set victory of the year. .

Sports Schedule
March 25-March 31
THURSDAY
(M) Tennis (s* Holy
Cross, 2:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
(M) Lacrosse vs.
Lafayette,.2 p.m.
Softball @ Albany, 1
p.m.
Baseball @ Albany

Softball vs. Boston, noon
L (W) Lacrosse @ UMBC,
11 a.m.
Baseball @ Concordia,
noon
TUESDAY
(M) Tennis vs.
Quinnipiac, 3 p.m.
WEDNESDAY

(W) Lacrosse @ Mt. St.
Mary’s., noon

(M) Lacrosse @ Marist,
3:30

(M) Tennis @ Merrimack
1 p.m.

Softball vs. SCSU, 2 p.m.

SUNDAY
(M) Tennis @ UMass
Lowell, 1 p.m.

(W) Lacrosse vs. Holy
Cross, 3 p.m.
Baseball vs. SCSU,
1 p.m.

The junior from Lindenhurst,

N.Y., also teamed up with fresh
man Eric Rosenberger of Rahway,
N.J., for a win at third doubles.

Matt Duda is Sports Editor,
Jason Havelka is a Stajf Writer

Batch blasts Assumption
By Matt Duda

Sports Editor
Thanks to some powerful hit
ting, SacredHeart’sbaseballteam
defeated Assumption in one game
of a doubleheader last week. .
Tim Batoh went 2-for-3 with
four runs batted in to lead the
Pioneer’s to a 11-8 win over the
Greyhounds.
After winning just six games
and losing 27 last season, the
Pioneer’s are already close to

equaling their winning number
from a year ago.
The Pioneer’s are 4-10 this
season;
Batoh also led the Pioneers in
a losing effort against Yale last
Saturday.
Batoh went 4-for-6 with two
RBI’s in a doubleheader loss to
Yale.
The Bulldogs defeated the
Pioneer’s 4-3 and 8-4.
SHU centerfielder Rich
LaVacca went 3-for-3 with a home
runn and two RBI’s against Yale.

PIONEER CLASSIFIEDS

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail

for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No sell
ing! Bonuses! Start imme
diately! Genuine opportu
nity!
Please rush Long SelfAddressed Stamped Enve
lope to GMCO

P.O. Box 22-0740
Hollywood, Florida 33022

Place your ad
today. Call
x7963 for
information.

Ice cream truck drivers
wanted Sell Good Hu
mor and Haagen Dazs ice
cream from one of our
vending trucks. Male or
female, retirees or any
one. Come meet others
like yourself that net
$950-$ 1125 weekly.
Routes in your area. We
will deliver to you.
Bring a friend. Apply
now not in April. Call
Monday- Saturday 9a.m.2p.m. only (800-8991009).

First
baseman
Brian
Brunckhorst of Teaneck, N.J.,
leads the team in batting with a
.463 average. Brunckhorst is tied
with LaV acca for the team lead in
RBI’s with 14. The first baseman
also has a hit in 13 of SHU’s, 14
games.
The highlightofthe season so
far was the winning of Coach Nick
Giaquinto’s 200th game at the
Pioneer’s helm. Giaquinto
achieved the mark during the
team’s trip to Florida over Spring
Break
The Pioneer’s host travel to
Albany this Saturday before re
turning home against Southern
Connecticut State University.
Most of SHU’s games this
season will be played at Harbor
Yard in Bridgeport.

Photo by Kerrie Darress

The track team placed second at the NEC meet last week.

Track: Men and women
second at Monmouth
Continued from page 12
third in the discus (107’ 11”).
Senior captain Meghan
Wamock jumped to second place
in the high jump with a leap of 5.’
Sophomore Michele Shawah
leaped to third place in the triple
juiiip and qualified for New
England’s in both the triple jump
and the 100 meter hurdles.

Junior Jen McGovern placed
second in the 5000 meter run,
breaking her own personal record
by over 20 seconds with a time of
19:17.1. Freshman Heidi Cheever
managed to qualify for New
England’s in the 400.meter hurdles
with a time of 1:09.7.
The next outdoor meet will
be held on April 3 at Rhode Island
College in Providence, R.I.

Intramural All-Stars
Name: Thomas Egan
Class: Freshman
Hometown:North Arlington, N.J
Sport: Basketball
Sponsored by

Coca-Cola

Ohio St., BC hand laxmen lopsided losses
By Matt Duda

Sports Editor
Last season. Sacred Heart’s
men’s lacrosse team lost its first
five games before beating
Southampton for its first win.
This year, the Pioneers broke
into the win column after their
first game, but now they’re in the
midst of another short losing
streak.
With just over two minutes
remaining in the first sudden-death
overtime period against Verrnont
on March 3, senior attackman Ray
Gogarty of Deer Park, N.Y.,
worked the ball over to midfielder
Kenny Martin.
Martin, a senior from White
Plains, N.Y., cradled the ball then
fired a rocket past the Vermont
goaltender, giving SHU a 9-8 win.
Since the Vermont game, the
Pioneers have struggled. In a game
played at the University of Maryland-Baltimore County on March
13, Ohio State beat Sacred Heart
14-3.
The Buckeyes, who are
ranked 23rd in the STX/United
States Intercollegiate Lacrosse As
sociation Poll, jumped in front
early and never relinquished the

lead.
Last Saturday, SHU sought
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The men’s lacrosse team began the year with a win over Vermont, but have lost two straight.
revenge for last year’s loss at the
hands of Boston College, but the
Eagles had other plans, handing
SHU a 16-7 loss. A bright spot for
the Pioneers was the play of fresh
man T.J. Hutmacher.
'
Hutmacher, of Pearl River,
N.Y., earned his first career hat

triek, scoring three goals and add
ing an assist.
Hutmacher shares the team
scoring lead with senior attackman
Chris Lukowski, of Syracuse, N. Y.
Lukowski, who notched a seasonhigh scoring performance with one
goal and three assists against B .C.,

also has eight points on the year.
Senior attackman Kevin
Anderson attributed the team’s
recent losing streak to sluggish
play.
“We got down early the past
two games and couldn’t come
back,’’ Anderson said. “We need

to come out like we did against
Vermont when we were up almost
the whole time.”
Junior defenseman Mike
Brady, of Bohemia, N. Y., said that
the defense has played well de
spite the opponents high scoring
output.
“Asa team we didn’ t play too
well,” Brady said. “But under the
situation I think we did a good joh
of holding them to the scores they
got.”
“Coaches will tell you that in
just about every Division I la
crosse game, teams are going to
score more than 10 goals,” Brady
added. “That’s what we try to
hold the other team to.”
Anderson said few changes
are needed for SHU to break back
into the win column.
“We have to go with the same
game plan but just catch a few
breaks,” he said. “Once we get on
a roll, we’ll be all set.”
Brady said that the team needs
to work better together.
“As a defense we have to work
better as a solid defensive unit,”
he said. “On offense we have to
improve working in the settled
situations.”
The Pioneers take on
Lafayette at 2 p.m. at Campus
Field.

Softball off to
hard 1-10 start
By Adam P. Lagnese

Staff Writer
The women’s softball team'
lost a doubleheader to Wagner
College this weekend by scores of
3-2 in eight innings and 2-1. The
Lady Pioneers played tough but
just couldn’t score enough to win
the games.
“Our fielding was great,” said
senior shortstop Chris Vigliotti,
from Staten Island, N.Y.
“The pitching was excellent
too, but we’re not getting the key
hits we need to win games,” she
added.
In the first game, with the
scored tied at one, the Lady Pio
neers had the bases loaded with no
outs and did not score.
“We don’t hit in crucial situ
ations,” said junior second
baseman Lauren Schwartzberg,
from Farmingdale, N.Y. “Our
hitting just needs to come around.”
The second game showed
more solid defense as sophomore
Ann Snellinger only gave up four
hits in the loss.
“Both pitchers pitehed well
and we showed very strong team
defense,” said junior centerfielder
Nicole Dorsa, from Manorville,
N.Y.
There were other bright spots
for the Lady Pioneers. Vigliotti

went 4-for-8 on the weekend, driv
ing in Dorsa three times for all of
the Lady Pioneers’ runs.
Despite the 1-10 record, the
team seems upbeat and happy with
their improvement from spring
break, where the Lady Pioneers
went to Florida and dropped eight
of nine.
“The coaches felt we have
improved from our dismal Florida
trip,” said Dorsa.
“As a whole, we are getting
better. Compared to last season,
our hitting has improved,” said
Vigliotti, The way we have played
our last five games* in no way
reflects our record. We just need
to learn to click and jell with each
other.”
Game one’s pitcher, fresh
man Stacey Garrity, from Shelton,
said that the team is off to a rough
start and their poor record doesn’t
show what we can do.
According to Garrity, the Pio
neers, who have seven weeks left
in their schedule, will definitely
turn the season around.
“If we play up to our capabili
ties,” said Schwartzberg, “then
there is no reason why we
shouldn’t beat a lot of teams.”
The Lady Pioneers next game
is at Albany on Saturday and then
at home on Sunday to face Boston
University.

Runners place second
By EmUy Greenough

Staff Writer
Both the men and women’s
outdoor track teams placed sec
ond against Division I and North
east Conference teams on Sunday
at the Monmouth State season
opener in West Longbranch, N.J.
Both teams lost only to Monmouth,
but beat teams such as Fairleigh
Dickinson, Long Island, Wagner,
Marist, Stonybrook, and St. Pe
ters.
Senior Captain Morrise
Harbour was the only winner for
the men. He won the triple jump
with a leap of 42’ 2.” Sophomore

Mike Benedetto finished third in
the triple jump. Junior Shawn
Keenan finished second in the high
jump. Freshman Gaetano Marra,
who currently has a bruised heel,
still managed to place second in
the high jump with a leap of 6’ 3.”
Benedetto jumped the same and
landed in third place overall.
Junior Brian Williams broke
the school record in the 5,000
meter run and finished third with a
time of 15:54.
“It was a good start to a new
season to beat all but one team,”
said junior hurdler Jared Walsh.
On the women’s side, sopho
more Carlin Guameri won the jav
elin and broke the school record

by almost five inches with a throw
of 124’11.” This throw allowed
Guameri to automatically qualify
for the New England champion
ships. Senior Julie Nevero fin
ished second in the javelin and
freshman Danielle Moreau came
in third place.
Sophomores Brandi Blevins
and Andrea Klancko also threw
automatic New England qualify
ing times in the hammer throw,
finishing third and fifth, respec
tively. Blevins also placed sec
ond in the shot put. Freshman
thrower Katie Rooney finished

See Track, page 11

